
Paper Lace Lamp
Instructions No. 2111
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

This romantic lamp is selfmade: the lampshade is made from straw silk and lace doilies, decorated with the napkin
technique the lamp becomes a great highlight in your home.

First cover the surface with a waterproof mat. 

Mix the paste according to the instructions on the packet and wait until the
consistency becomes a little firmer. Tear the straw silk completely into small
pieces.

Spray the inside of the planter with baking spray. This makes it easier to
remove the "lamp". Now glue the inside of the lampshade completely with
paste and the straw silk.  As soon as the straw silk is completely used up,
glue on the lace doilies in different sizes. Set aside to dry.

Meanwhile, colour two paper doilies with the Aqua Paint markers and water.
Allow to dry. Cut off the lace edges and stick them to the top of the lamp
with paste.These will be visible from the inside when the lamp is hung up.
These will be visible from the inside when the lamp is hung up. Let
everything dry for about 24 hours.

Now the lamp can be decorated.  In our example, we decided to use the
napkin technique: cut out the desired motifs from the napkin, remove the
unprinted layers and stick the motifs on with napkin varnish. Allow to dry
again.

Cut a hole in the top of the lamp with the cutter and attach the lamp
connector.

Article number Article name Qty
14255 Wallpaper paste 1
706605-01 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsWhite 1
833059-02 Planting bowl Florina, mudØ 33 cm 1
516587 Baking spray - release agent for spraying 1
722018 VBS Napkin varnish "Glossy" 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
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